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A Brief History of the University of Louisville

The University of Louisville traces its roots to 1798 when the Jefferson Seminary was established.

During the early 19th century, the growing importance of river navigation, coupled with a strategic location at the falls of the Ohio River, made Louisville a commercial hub for the South and West. As the city’s population and economy grew, so did the demand for higher education.

In 1837, the Louisville Medical Institute opened for its first class, and the next year the city created the Louisville Collegiate Institute. In 1846, the General Assembly merged the Medical and Collegiate Institutes as the University of Louisville. The Assembly created a common board of trustees, but each division retained financial autonomy. The Medical School prospered and a newly added School of Law brought in a number of students. By the 1880s and 1890s however, the University felt some pressure from education reformers who not only believed schools should employ full-time instructors, but also advocated well-enforced, national standards for academic training. In 1907, this trend contributed to the revival of the College of Arts and Sciences. Over the next three decades, the University added new programs - the Graduate School (1915), the School of Dentistry (1916), the Speed Scientific School (1928), the Louisville Municipal College (1931), the School of Music (1932), and the Kent School of Social Work (1936).

World War II and the postwar era brought major changes to the University of Louisville. Shortly after the war, the movement began to close the all black Louisville Municipal College and desegregate the University on all levels. This was accomplished in 1950 and 1951. The School of Business was established in 1953. In 1965, a governor’s task force suggested the possibility of the University’s joining the state system of higher education, which it did five years later. Since 1968 the University has added several new academic units including the School of Education (1968), the School of Nursing (1979), the School of Allied Health Sciences (1996-2002) and the School of Public Health and Information Sciences (2002).

For an institution over two hundred years old, the University of Louisville shows no signs of its age nor any signs of letting up. It is prospering now more than ever. As Kentucky’s second largest university, UofL has become a leader in addressing the needs of Kentucky’s and the nation’s metropolitan areas. Its focus on research, as well as its commitment to students, alumni and the community, are keys to this success. The University of Louisville looks forward to great and lasting accomplishments in its third century of providing higher education.
University-wide Ceremony

Friday, December 17, 2021 • 7:00 PM

Commencement Concert  6:30–7:00 p.m.

Alma Mater and Alumni Song ................................................................. James Powell, JBSSE’47
John Newton Young, A&S
(Audience and Ensemble)

Louisville Brass ......................Reese Land, Alex Schwarz, Bruce Heim, Brett Shuster, and Clinton McCanless

Members of the University of Louisville Collegiate Chorale ................................................ Kent Hatteberg
Director of Choral Activities

The Commencement  7:00 p.m.

Presiding – Lori Gonzalez, Ph.D., Interim President of the University

University Marshal .................................................................................. Amy Acklin
Director, Cardinal Marching Band and Pep Bands

Commencement Processional

The audience is requested to remain standing, if you are able, for the Processional that will begin
at the conclusion of the Alma Mater and Alumni Song.

Recognition of Faculty ............................................................................... Amy Acklin
Director, Cardinal Marching Band and Pep Bands

Official Welcome ....................................................................................... Alfonzo Cornish, Board of Trustees

Presidential Address .................................................................................. Lori Gonzalez, Interim President

Introduction of Banner Bearers ................................................................. Tracy Eells
Vice Provost for Faculty Affairs

Introduction of the Student Commencement Speaker ..................................... Todd Mooradian
Dean, College of Business

Student Commencement Address ............................................................... Kiana Klein, College of Business

Induction into the Alumni Association ........................................................... Amy Farnsworth, Board Chair, Louisville Alumni

Introduction of Degree Candidates .............................................................. Lori Gonzalez
Interim President

Conferring of Degrees and Certificates ....................................................... Lori Gonzalez, Interim President
University of Louisville Deans

Craig Blakely  
Dean, School of Public Health and Information Sciences

Gerry Bradley  
Dean, School of Dentistry

Emmanuel Collins  
Dean, J.B. Speed School of Engineering

Lars Smith  
Interim Dean, Louis D. Brandeis School of Law

Beth Boehm  
Dean, The Graduate School

Teresa Reed  
Dean, School of Music

Robert Fox, Jr.  
Dean, University Libraries

Toni Ganzel  
Dean, School of Medicine

Sonya Hardin  
Dean, School of Nursing

David Jenkins  
Dean, Kent School of Social Work

David Owen  
Interim Dean, College of Arts and Sciences

Amy Lingo  
Interim Dean, College of Education and Human Development

Michael Mardis  
Dean, Student Affairs

Todd Mooradian  
Dean, College of Business

Chief Administrative Officers

Lori Gonzalez, Interim President

Kevin Gardner, Executive Vice President for Research and Innovation

Daniel Durbin, Executive Vice President for Finance and Administration

Angela Curry, General Counsel and Vice President for Legal Affairs

Jasmine Farrier, Vice President for University Advancement

Toni Ganzel, Vice President for Academic Medical Affairs

Rehan Khan, Vice President for Information Technology Services

Michael Mardis, Vice President for Student Affairs

Mary Elizabeth Miles, Vice President for Human Resources

Sandy Russell, Vice President for Risk Management, Audit, & Compliance

Josh Heird, Interim Athletics Director

John Drees, Senior Associate Vice President for Communications & Marketing

Faye Jones, Senior Associate Vice President for Diversity & Equity

Mark Watkins, Chief Operations Officer

Shannon Rickett, Assistant Vice President for Government Relations
Board of Trustees
Mary R. Nixon, Chair
Raymond Burse, Vice Chair
Diane Medley, Treasurer
Scott Brinkman, Secretary
Jerry Abramson
John E. Chilton
Alfonso Cornish
Ugonna Okorie
Diane L. Porter
James M. Rogers
David Schultz
John D. Smith
Sherrill Zimmerman

President’s Council
Charlie Dahlem, Chair
Karen Abrams
Marie Abrams
Ronald Abrams
Claire Alagia
Pat Alagia
Dana Allen
James Allen
Robert Allison
Joe Ardyer
Daniel Ash
LouAnn Atlas
Bob Ayotte
Mac Barr
Martin Bell
Robert Benson
Larry Benz
Donald Berg
Bonita Black
Neville Blakemore
Dale Boden
Hal Bomar
Olga Booher
Lewis Borders
Carl Brazey
Ernest Brooks
Mac Brown
Mike Brown
J. Michael Brown
Sherman Brown
Ken Payne, Vice Chair
James Boone, Secretary
Earl Reed, Chair
Keith M. Sherman, Executive Director and Chief Operating Officer
Scott Davis
Tonya Dees
Chuck Denny
Bobby DeWeese
Frank Doheny
Laurel Doheny
Joe Dougherty
Tom Drexl
Bruce Dudley
Welby Edwards
Duffy Fred
Carl Fischer
Greg Fischer
Clint Follette
Marcus Folmar
Jean Frazier
Kevin Fuqua
Steve Gault
David George
Salem George
Eugene Gilchrist
Edward Glasscock
Kimberly Gorski
Julie Gray
Ollie Green
Mary Moss Greenebaum
Julie Guenthner
Ali Haider
Daniel Hall
Luke Hancock
Maggie Payette Harlow
Blake Haselton
Dennis Heishman
Audwin Helton
Bruce Henderson
Mike Hendricks
Allen Hertzman
Henry Heuser
Katheryn Higgins
John Huber
Greg Inman
Scott Jones
Steve Jones, Sr.
Steve Jones, Jr.
Jan Karzen
Blanche Kitchen
Bob Koetter
Don Kohler
Bob Kohn
Shelley Kusman
Brian Lavin
Jon Mapp
Ron Mazzoli
John McCall
Martin McClelland
Tom Meeker
Tim Mulloy
Deb Murphy
George Nichols
Tommy Nolan
Kent Oyler
Thomas Payette
Winston Pittman
Marty Pollio
Marie Porter
Joe Rapport
Sam Rechter
Dana Reinhardt
Bill Renda
Ben Richmond
Eddy Roberts
Elaine Robinson
Ben Ruiz
Mike Rust
Ruth Ryan
Bill Samuels
Robert Samuels
Lalit Sarin
Todd Schmiedeler
Denise Sears
Michael Seeber
Butch Shaw
Kevin Shurn
George Siemens
Ben Small
Sandy Metts Snowden
Joe Steier
Bill Stone
Raymond Strothman
James (Jimmie) Strull
Jim Sublett
Dick Swope
Dan Tafel
Sandy Talbott
Sue Tamme
Kiel Thomson
Steve Trager
Daniel Ulmer
Colin Underhill
Todd Underhill
Jerry Ward
Curtis Warfield
Louis Waterman
Barbara Weakley-Jones
Susan Weiss
Beverly Wheatley
Mark Wheeler
Mary Gwen Wheeler
Dick Wilson
Andrea Rice Woolfolk
Ron Wright
Sherrill Brakmeier
Zimmerman

University of Louisville Foundation, Inc.
Board of Directors
David Anderson
Ernest Brooks
Paul Carrico
John E. Chilton
Jessica Cole
Alfonzo Cornish
Jill Force
Lori Gonzalez
David M. Krebs
Larry McDonald
Mark Nickel
Mary Nixon
James Rogers
David Schultz
John D. Smith
John Thompson
Kentucky Federal Delegation
The Honorable Mitch McConnell, United States Senator
The Honorable Rand Paul, United States Senator
The Honorable James Comer, United States Congressman
The Honorable Brett Guthrie, United States Congressman
The Honorable John Yarmuth, United States Congressman
The Honorable Thomas Massie, United States Congressman
The Honorable Harold Rogers, United States Congressman
The Honorable Andy Barr, United States Congressman

Commonwealth of Kentucky Elected Officials
The Honorable Andrew G. Beshear, Governor
The Honorable Jacqueline Coleman, Lieutenant Governor
The Honorable Robert Stivers II, President of the Senate
The Honorable David Osborne, Speaker of the House
The Honorable John D. Minton Jr., Chief Justice, Supreme Court of Kentucky

Louisville Metropolitan Caucus Members

Senators
Julie Raque Adams        Jimmy Higdon       Gerald A. Neal
Denise Harper Angel      Paul Hornback      Dennis Parrett
Karen Berg              Morgan McGarvey    David Yates

Representatives
Tina Bojanowski        Ken Fleming         Reginald Meeks    Bart Rowland
Kevin Bratcher          Al Gentry           Charles Miller   Attica Scott
Thomas J. Burch        Joni L. Jenkins     Jerry Miller     Pamela Stevenson
McKenzie Cantrell      Nima Kulkarni        Jason Nemes     James Tipton
Jeffrey Donohue        Mary Lou Marzian     David Osborne    Russell Webber
Jim DuPlessis          Chad McCoy           Josie Raymond    Lisa Willner

Council on Postsecondary Education
Aaron Thompson, President  Eric G. Farris  Richard Nelson  Kevin Weaver
Dr. Muhammad Babar        Dr. Jason Glass  Vidya Ravichandran  Carol Wright
Ron C. Beal               Lori Harper       Madison Silver  Elaine Walker
Colby Birkes             Karyn Hoover     Dr. Kellie C. Ellis  Louisville-Jefferson County Metro Elected Officials
Dr. Kellie C. Ellis      Lucas Mentzer

Metro Council
David James, President
Brent Ackerson
Cassie Chambers
Armstrong
Jecorey Arthur
Stuart Benson
Rick Blackwell
Keisha Dorsey
Robin Engel
Madonna Flood
Cindi Fowler
Mark Fox
Nicole George
Jessica Green
Bill Hollander
Kevin Kramer
Paula McCraney
Pat Mulvihill
Marilyn Parker
James Peden
Anthony Piagentini
Donna Purvis
Scott Reed
Barbara Shanklin
Amy Holton Stewart
Kevin Triplett
Markus Winkler
December 2021 Student Speaker Nominees and Banner Bearers

The following students were named by their respective deans as the banner bearers and nominees for student speaker for the university-wide commencement ceremony. Students were selected for best exemplifying the college or school in scholarship, leadership and service.

Irina Alexandrovna Vanzhula  
The Graduate School

Anna Fegenbush  
College of Arts and Sciences

Tammi Alvey Thomas  
Kent School of Social Work

Henry Nabeta  
School of Medicine

Selina Elise Grider  
School of Nursing

Leela Bhattari  
J.B. Speed School of Engineering

Austin Cunningham  
School of Music

Kiana Klein*  
College of Business

NaKhaya “Ms. Khay” Douglas  
College of Education and Human Development

Coleman Clark  
School of Public Health and Information Sciences

*Speaker
Prizes, Honors and Awards

The Guy Stevenson Award for Excellence in Graduate Studies
Irina Alexandrovna Vanzhula
Ph.D. Clinical Psychology
Mentor: Associate Professor Cheri Levinson

The John Richard Binford Memorial Award
Victory Oseken Osezua
Ph.D. Public Health Sciences
Mentor: Associate Professor Muriel Harris

The John M. Houchens Prize for Outstanding Dissertation
Brett Robert Janis
Ph.D. Biology
Mentor: Professor Michael Menze

The Alice Eaves Barns Award for Outstanding Achievement in Master’s Program
Ashley Renee Ezzo
M.A. Anthropology
Mentor: Assistant Professor Kathryn Marklein

The Graduate Dean’s Citations
Islam Mohamed Ahmed Mohamed Mahmoud Alkabbany
Ph.D. Electrical Engineering
Mentor: Professor Aly Farag

Timothy Ndagi Audam
Ph.D. Biochemistry and Molecular Genetics
Mentor: Professor Steven Jones

Zachary Eugene Boocher
M.S. Sports Administration
Mentor: Associate Professor Evan Frederick

Brittney Breanna Corniel
D.N.P. Nursing
Mentor: Assistant Professor Cynethia Bethel-Jaiteh

Ashley Renee Ezzo
M.A. Anthropology
Mentor: Assistant Professor Kathryn Marklein

Mohamad Ghanoum
Ph.D. Electrical Engineering
Mentor: Professor Aly Farag

Zabih Ghelichi
Ph.D. Industrial Engineering
Mentor: Associate Professor Monica Gentili

Lauren Girouard
M.S. Experimental Psychology
Mentor: Associate Professor Judith Danovitch

Jason H. Gumbel
Ph.D. Anatomical Sciences and Neurobiology
Co-chairs: Professors Robin Krimm and Charles Hubscher

Brett Robert Janis
Ph.D. Biology
Mentor: Professor Michael Menze

Rishtya Meena Kakar
Ph.D. Public Health Sciences
Mentor: Assistant Professor Ryan Combs

Mohammadreza Mir Tamizdoust
Ph.D. Civil Engineering
Mentor: Associate Professor Omid Ghasemi-Fare

Henry Nabeta
Ph.D. Microbiology and Immunology
Mentor: Professor Kenneth Palmer
Lisa Christina Ohman  
Ph.D. Anatomical Sciences and Neurobiology  
Mentor: Professor Robin Krimm

Nonah Marie Olesen  
Ph.D. Experimental Psychology  
Mentor: Associate Professor Cara Cashon

Victory Oseken Osezua  
Ph.D. Public Health Sciences  
Mentor: Associate Professor Muriel Harris

Kandauda Malinika Kalpani de Silva  
Ph.D. Interdisciplinary Studies, specialization in Bioinformatics  
Mentors: Associate Professor Theodore Kalbfleisch and Professor Eric Rouchka

Kelly Elizabeth Slaughter  
Ph.D. Clinical Psychology  
Mentor: Associate Professor Paul Rosen

Irina Alexandrovna Vanzhula  
Ph.D. Clinical Psychology  
Mentor: Associate Professor Cheri Levinson

Rachel LeAnn Wells  
Ph.D. Biology  
Mentor: Professor Stephen Yanoviak
Graduate School

Degrees and Certificates

Doctor of Philosophy

College of Arts and Sciences

Jack Reginald Allen III
Applied Sociology

Steven William Bailey
Biology

Clinton James Belott
Biology

Edward Howard Byers
Criminal Justice

Caleb Aaron Calvary
Chemistry

John Walter Chenault
Pan-African Studies

Amanda N. Denton
Urban and Public Affairs

Tiffany Dillard-Knox
Pan-African Studies

Uyen Thi Duong
Chemistry

Edward Alan English
English Rhetoric and Composition

Selorm Joy Fanah
Chemistry

Arghya Pratim Ghosh
Chemistry

Elizabeth Lane Glass
Humanities

Sahar Goharshenasanesfahani
Physics

Leslie Ann Greenwell
Criminal Justice

Caroline Greiner de Magalhaes
Experimental Psychology

Ulf Högnäs
Applied and Industrial Mathematics

Faisal Ibrahim
Chemistry

Abdelqader Mohammad Jamhawi
Chemistry

Nour Mohammad Hamed Jamhawi
Chemistry

College of Education and Human Development

Katie Jo Berghuis
Counseling and Personnel Services

Shelby Madison Burton
Counseling and Personnel Services

Lauren Fletcher
Curriculum and Instruction
Jeanne Toure Guerrero  
Educational Leadership and Organizational Development  
John M. Hart  
Counseling and Personnel Services  
Lucas Tucker Huckaby  
Counseling and Personnel Services  
Regina Chanel Johnson  
Educational Leadership and Organizational Development  
Brandon C. Joseph  
Counseling and Personnel Services  
Youngjik Philip Lee  
Educational Leadership and Organizational Development  
Stephanie Renae Mayberry  
Counseling and Personnel Services  
Shannon Reeves Putman  
Curriculum and Instruction  
Teresa Lee Tinnell  
Curriculum and Instruction  
Kaylyn Lee Watters  
Counseling and Personnel Services  
Tytiana Nikolia Maria Wells  
Curriculum and Instruction  

Interdisciplinary Studies  
Kandauda Malinika Kalpani de Silva  
Interdisciplinary Studies, specialization in Bioinformatics  
Moustafa Hassan Meki  
Interdisciplinary Studies, specialization in Translational Bioengineering  

School of Public Health and Information Sciences  
Indranil Ghosh  
Biostatistics  
Rishtya Meena Kakar  
Public Health Sciences  
Joel Lanceta  
Public Health Sciences  
Sivarchana Mareedu  
Public Health Sciences  
Victory Oseken Osezua  
Public Health Sciences  
Md Nazir Uddin  
Biostatistics  
Sarah Christena Van Heiden  
Public Health Sciences  
Kelsey Blankenship White  
Public Health Sciences  
Diane M. Zero  
Public Health Sciences  

Raymond A. Kent School of Social Work  
Rebeccaw Michelle Bloomer  
Social Work  
Tammi Alvey Thomas  
Social Work  
Richard Dana Weaver Jr.  
Social Work  

School of Medicine  
Timothy Ndag Audam  
Biochemistry and Molecular Genetics  
Matthew William Dent  
Pharmacology and Toxicology  
Marc Matthew Dwenger  
Pharmacology and Toxicology  
Jason H. Gumbel  
Anatomical Sciences and Neurobiology  
Henry Nabeta  
Microbiology and Immunology  
Jordan Taylor Noe  
Biochemistry and Molecular Genetics  
Lisa Christina Ohman  
Anatomical Sciences and Neurobiology  
Sophia Marie Sears  
Pharmacology and Toxicology  
Samiyyah Masina Sledge  
Physiology and Biophysics  
George Z. Wei  
Pharmacology and Toxicology  

School of Nursing  
Hedaya Rateb Hasan Hina  
Nursing  

J. B. Speed School of Engineering  
Shamsudeen Olawale Abubakar  
Electrical Engineering  
Islam Mohamed Ahmed Mohamed Mahmoud Alkabbany  
Electrical Engineering  
Mohsen Asghari  
Computer Science and Engineering  
Veerendra Atla  
Chemical Engineering
Amir Hossein Ghahremani
Mechanical Engineering

Mohamad Ghanoum
Electrical Engineering

Zabih Ghelichi
Industrial Engineering

Pu Han
Mechanical Engineering

Samah Mansour
Computer Science and Engineering

Olusiju Oloruntobi Medaiyese
Computer Science and Engineering

Mohammadreza Mir Tamizdoust
Civil Engineering

Marzieh Moradi Zaniani
Chemical Engineering

Md Mahmudur Rahman
Mechanical Engineering

Christopher Kevin Robinson
Electrical Engineering

Wiem Safta
Computer Science and Engineering

Pegah Sagheb Haghighi
Computer Science and Engineering

Aliasghar Shahrjooihaghighi
Computer Science and Engineering

Hong Shang
Civil Engineering

Parag Jafar Siddique
Industrial Engineering

Song Wang
Civil Engineering

Jice Zeng
Civil Engineering

Kendra M. Nolan
Educational Leadership and Organizational Development

Erin Leigh Seale
Educational Leadership and Organizational Development

Doctor of Nursing Practice

Andrew Kane Schroeder Aschbacher
Nursing

Yukishia Dantey Austin
Nursing

Michelle Leann Baxter
Nursing

Megan Paige Bramlett
Nursing

Elizabeth Ann Buchanan
Nursing

Jillian Ashley Champion
Nursing

Brittney Breanna Corniel
Nursing

Ashley Rae DeJarnette
Nursing

Hannah Elizabeth English
Nursing

Carlatesha Ke’ann Flippin
Nursing

Jennifer Goldman Fox
Nursing

Lisa Christine Gaines King
Nursing

Lily Giang
Nursing

Phoebe Morkos Girgis
Nursing

Aminata Fatty Gueye
Nursing

Salma Erin Hegazi
Nursing

Kelsie Lynn Houchens
Nursing

Kimberly Danielle Johnson
Nursing

Nina L. Johnson
Nursing

Doctor of Education

Rachel Leanne Baker
Educational Leadership and Organizational Development

Julie Chancellor
Educational Leadership and Organizational Development

James Edward McMillin
Educational Leadership and Organizational Development
Erika Nichole Keithley
Nursing
Sheila Jones Kingsley
Nursing
Ghulam Mustafa Mughal
Nursing
Emily Raisle Neal
Nursing
Molly Elizabeth Recktenwald
Nursing
Christy Michelle Roe
Nursing
Madeline Anne Sass
Nursing
Heather Denise Scott
Nursing
Christina Marie Sehlinger
Nursing
Lauren Marie Topp
Nursing
Vickie Carolyn Paz Winner
Nursing
Holly Linnette Yahyawi
Nursing

Master of Fine Arts
Paula Olivia Lockhart
Theatre Arts
Tyler Nettles Tate
Theatre Arts

Master of Arts
Iyana Janell Burton
Interdisciplinary Studies: Concentration in Sustainability
Jeremy Elliot Chesler
Interdisciplinary Studies: Concentration in Sustainability

Master of Science
Aysha Kirsten Tapp Ross
Interdisciplinary Studies: Concentration in Sustainability
Undergraduate Prizes, Honors and Awards

Outstanding Graduate
Anna Christine Fegenbush

Dept. of Anthropology Award of Merit
Danielle N. Morris

Winthrop Allen Memorial Prize in Creative Art
Bethany A. Figueroa

Outstanding Undergraduate in Communication
Jenna Durbin

Outstanding Undergraduate in Criminal Justice
Laura K. Fortin

Elections to Alpha Phi Sigma National Criminal Justice Honor Society
Shellie A. Bryan
Laura K. Fortin
Adam T. McClure

Phi Delta Epsilon Pre-Medical Fraternity
Ashley Nicole Hamby
Hannah Elizabeth Mills
Sharon Lorraine Strahl

Alpha Epsilon Delta Health Preprofessional Honor Society
Hanna Elizabeth Mills

Beta Beta Beta National Biology Honor Society
Hanna Elizabeth Mills
Sepana Subba

Award for Excellence in French
Aspen Workman

Mary E. Burton Award in English
Avery D. Knochel

Elections to Mortar Board Society
Emma Kubash
Alanna Parham
Graduate Prizes, Honors and Awards

Outstanding Graduate in Fine Arts
Alexandra A. Blair

Outstanding Graduate in Sociology
Aubrey Woolley

Outstanding Graduate in Humanities
Mary Griffin
Magdalena J. Welch
### Degrees and Certificates

#### Bachelor of Arts

**August**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Candidate for Cum Laude</th>
<th>Candidate for Magna Cum Laude</th>
<th>Candidate for Summa Cum Laude</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

#### Master of Arts

**August**

- Elise Alexandra Blankenship
- Ashley Renee Ezzo
- Isaac Christian Parker
- Sarah Elizabeth Jane Jump
- Jacob Max Ray

**December**

- Moriah Antoinette Bellamy
- Alexandra Anne Blair
- Scott William Bonham
- Maxwell Cartor
- Jada Marie Csonka
- Mary A. Griffin
- Kristen Leigh Hankins
- Ashley Kate Lawhorn
- Anthony Mark Piedmonte
- Devin Alexander Stephens
- Taylor Lawrence Tolles
- Magdalena Jo Welch
- Flannery Musk Wells
- Aubrey Radford Woolley

#### Master of Fine Arts

**December**

- Paula Olivia Lockhart
- Tyler Nettles Tate

#### Master of Public Administration

**August**

- Makaila Nicole Pegues
- Logan Noel Stearman
- Lisa Elaine Warner
- Matthew S. Whisman

**December**

- Colleen Blair Jones
- Amanda Lee LeDuke

#### Master of Science

**August**

- Shaheena Akhter
- Rachel Appel
- Christina Maria Bronner
- Christian Matthew Burns
- Jason R. Bush
- Sashil Chapagain
- Xinju Dong
- Nekkesia Shuwayne Jackson
- Keenan Burchett Jones
- Chandana Chathurangi Wijayasiri Kananke Gamage
- Kaelin Marie Kinney
- Devin James Kiper
- David Samuel Lapides
- Derek Keith McClelan
- Deborah Sam Ogulu
- Saurav Parmar
- Prawin Rimal
- William Edward Shino
- Emiley Nicole Steiger
- Rameesa Darul Amme Syed Mohammed
- Ahangama Vithanage Dinushika Chathurani Vithanage
- Ronald Wenman
- Yuhao Yang

**December**

- Laura Ackermann
- Hala Ayyash
- Alix Kendall Behrens
- Clinton James Belott
- Shellie Anne Bryan
- Jared Campbell
- Samuel Lee Carey
- Ryan Patrick Coleman
- Trevina Davis
- Natasha N. Fenwick
- Lauren Girouard
- Keith E. Hack
- Rowan Hunt
- Brett Robert Janis
- Karah Marie Knotts
- Adam Thomas McClure
- Serenity Nadirah Mercuri
- Alexis Renee Miller
- David Patcher
- Christine Pipps
- Joseph Steven Reese
- Erin Kristine Robinson
- Jessica Velasquez Roblero
- Tunesha Meshelle Ruccio
- Jason Schwartz
- Amina Abdmajid Shale
- Kiara Amoni Thompson
- Chelsea Rae Warnberg
- Ariel Weaver
- Jessica Weiss
- Kari Kathleen Wilson

#### Master of Urban Planning

**December**

- Pierce Tomoki Stevenson
- Jennifer Wilson

#### Graduate Certificate in African American Theatre

**December**

- Tyler Nettles Tate

#### Graduate Certificate in Real Estate Development

**December**

- Maurice Jahari Burkley
- Bobbi Carlton
- Maurissa Ann Marie Frazier Thomas

#### Graduate Certificate in Women’s and Gender Studies

**August**

- Robert Eric Shoemaker
- Madeline Leigh Bailey
- Felipe Barco
- Shawn Austin Baumgardner
- Victoria McKenzie Bishop
- Richard Woods Brown
- Allie Marie Brummett
- William Colin Cassilly
- Hillary Ann Castillero Almanza
- Sarah Miles Cawthon
- Caleb Jermal Chandler
- Bradley Sean Clarke
- McKenzie J. Connor
- Bomi Cook
- Olivia Rose Cooksey
- Brittney Marie Czapar
- Kathryn Hunter DePriest
- Olivia Rose Delano
- Nili Dostzada
- Mykayla Renee Druien
- Caleb Bennett Edwards
- Gabriel Isaac Force Egbert
- Natalie Renee Elder
- Onaiza Fazal
- Scott Coulter Ferguson
- Melania Luisa Ferrari
- Madison Rose Ferriell
- Alexandra Marie Fischer Maria Laura Garcia Barragan
- Francesca Gaz Griffin Thomas Gensheimer
- John Alexander Gernert Hallie Jo Gregory
- Joshua Edward Guelda
- Brooke Darlene Hall Christian Thomas Hall
- William Henry Harad
- Katherine Brooke Hicks-Chambers
- Cassidy Rae Hilbert-Kirk
- Alicia Sarah Huber
- Alexis Lynn Hutchins
- Garrett Wesson Jackson

---

* Candidate for Cum Laude
* Candidate for Magna Cum Laude
* Candidate for Summa Cum Laude
†† Jessica Victoria Johnson
† Raquel Deanne Masterson
Tyler Dane Mercer
Myah Ashley Morton
Jacob Rowan Norris
Callum D. Parkes
† Michael Patrick Pfaff
Annslee Grace Pitcock
† Jane Alexander Post
†† Mariam Prieto-Perez
Dominique Elizabeth Ruiz
Courtney Jo Sagun
Sebastian Connor Schad
Madison Brianne Schmitt
† Sydney Reese Self
Carissa Rose Shavers
† Alaxis LaShae Shelton
Charlotte Rose Simpson
Aubrey Jacquay Denise Sledge
Gracie S. Stemle
Lubna Tareq Taha
Taylor Lynn Thompson
Tina Hoai Vu
Luis Felipe Williams
Keith Toler Workman
† Matilda Jane Workman
† Blake Edward Wurm
Kaeli M. Yates

December
Tabarak Adil Abdulla
†† Rebekah Lowell Abney
Yvette Ades Dayan
Leonardo Jim Valens
Almonor
Kawthar Munther Alzirj
Nicole Judith Anderson
Shelby M. Arnold
† Abdallah Mohammad Atiyan
Nevin Raul Aviles
Matthew Donald Ballard
Giselle Lee Barlow
† Amelia Grace Barr
Brittney Danielle Beam
Ronald Blakemore
Lindsey Meredith Booth
Phillip M. Brady
††† Victoria Maria Briceno
Calderon
Sydney Colleen
Broadway
Alexandra Haley Brown
† Christopher Jacob Brown
Justin Anthony Brown
Matthew Kenneth Brown
Samuel Robert Bruce
Bryne Elise Bruce
Deskins
Jonathan Lang Burton
Lukem Isaac Button
Melany Cabello
Rodriguez
†† Sarah Suzanne Campbell
Savana Elaine Canary
Kayla Webb Chapman
Briawna Alicia Childress
Connor Dean Clark
† Julia Rose Coke
† Lillian Taylor Cortese
Desiree E. Cox
Sean Austin Cox
Cassidy Paige Cramer
† Shawn Alan Croucher
Madison Olivia Dalton
Emma Elise Daugherty
Spenser Michelle Davis-Ramsay
Alexis N. Devers
Jennifer Renea Dolleris
Trinity Cavan Duffy
† Jenna Catherine Durbin
Kyle Andrew Eades
Patrick Rommel Easley
Josh R. Eberle
Kurtis Edwards
†† Kian Ashley Ellis
Nourhan Waleed Elsaid
Jaya Forday Emanuel
Roderick Lorenzo
Esquivel
Halle Marie Farnsworth
Mikol Reec Farnsworth
† Anna Christine Fegenbush
† Loren Elizabeth Finck
John Paul Fisher Garcia
Jessie Raphael Gervasio
Cameron Ford
† Georgia Peyton Ford
Oleksii Gerasymchuk
Hannah Rayann
Glasscock
Deldril Bernard Glover
Mikah Elizabeth Goins
Cavanna Gregory
Seth Tyler Griffin
Kainen Sean Grimm
Isabella Brenna
Gryzylma
Victoria Haley-Brown
Hassan Rahman Rodney Hall
Juliana Amor Hall
Theo Hall
‡ Alivia Grace Hansford
Brandon Harmon
Charles Frederick Harmon
Tyler De'Andre Harrell
Jenna Rae Harris
Zahra Ali Hassoon
Alexander Allen Henning
† Alex Hex
Haley Alexandria Hill
Lucas Steven Hill
Jolisha Hines
DeAudra Ann Horne
Devin Marc Houchin
Kaung Htet Hein
Sherrica Mykeylia Hughes
Miranda Shae Hutchinson
† Danielle Nicole Morris
† Abbie Morrison
† Shanganan G. Mwenda
Yasmin Fatima Nazir
Hanna Nguyen
Jonathan Noonan
† John Michael O'Neal
Josie Renee Oligies
† Carrington Elizabeth Padgett
Alanna Tyree Parham
Allison Brooke Perry
LeBaron Dwight Pettaway III
Juan Carlos Pretelt
Perez Balldares
Alexis Michelle Puckett
† Amanda Christine Reichling
Marcus Rias Jr.
Ashley Renee Robison
Madison Lynn Roehrs
Santiago Rojas Pedreros
Nancy Evanne Roszell
Jordan Abigal Rowan
Andres Alberto Ruiz Abrego
Ja'Ron Jamaal Sanders
Ana Carolina Santamaria
Moises Joseph Sasson
Shane Michael Satori
Matthew C. Schlabach
Susanne E. Schnell
† Thomas William Schueller
Tabetha Lynn Schultz
Jenna Nicole Shelton
Thomas Michael Shutts
Savannah Nichole Simpson
† Angelica Gisselle Simpson Rodriguez
Olivia Faye Smith
Kiara R. Snadon
Benjamin Sohl
Kaitlyn Sohl
Shelby M. Sokolik
Lenna Elisabeth Soltau
Camila Pia Sosa Aleman
Ashley Lauren Spellman
Eviana L. Stavroulakis
Ti'Anna Faye Stewart
† Eilieh Michael Stokes
Lauren Kelly Stokes

† Candidate for Cum Laude
†† Candidate for Magna Cum Laude
††† Candidate for Summa Cum Laude
Nathaniel Louis Strothman
† Skyler Karma Sudduth
Bryce Roshod Sullivan
Rachel Claire Tallmon
Alaina Brooke Tandy
Wendy Tang
Kara Rose Thomas
Tanner Lewis Thompson
Hawp Ya Ton
Celia Maria Torres Borges
Moises Elias Torres
Joshua Bruce Truman
†† Ryan Matthew Tucker
Micaela J. Tutt
† Maria Fernanda Urdaneta Camacho
Rosa Lilia Valadez
† Anish Pratham Venkatesan
† Briana Angela Ventrella
Alexander Markus Vernon
Juanita June Vittitow
† Ellen Christine Wagenknecht
Caley Marie Waldridge
Madelynn Ariana Walker
† Darby Lynn Weaver
Adam Lee Wheeler
Nikia Dechele White
Micah Andrew Whitmer
Katelyn Elizabeth Wiley
Delainia Silasa Wilkinson
Patrick Joseph Wimsatt
Autumn Zhane Windom
Savannah Maricia Winston
Sean Alexander Woods
† Tanner Lynn Wright
† Eva Yaafar
Deontrey Teshawn Yeargin
Jimena Zebede Gonzalez
Franz Joseph Zeimetz

Bachelor of Fine Arts

August
Kayleen Silas Patel

December
Anatae Jalee Cahill
Lou Fonte’ Conley
Deja Maria David
† Bethany Ann Figueroa
Erynn Kinchloe

Samuel James Lawson
Andrea Marie Mackin
John Lee Ricketts
Nicholas Scott Bell
Stephanie Michelle Bernardino-Ruiz
† Christopher Jacob Brown
Nicole Ann Bulgrin
Kassidy Paige Cadenhead
Liberty Dysean Clayton
Kayla Nicole Collette
† Bryce Allen Courtney
Elena Ines Criollo
Ryan Patrick Crowe
Marvin Dallas Jr.
Thomas Deters
** Dejmi Dumervil-Jean
†† Keyona Lynn Dyson
Bryan Edelen
Phillip Evans Ellis
Emily Rene Endicott
*** Laura Katrin Fortin
Kaitlin Marquette Fraire
William Jack Freese
Hunter Blake Aaron Graham
Hannah Rene Greenwell
Hope Greiner
Paquio Guerrier
Samir Mohamed Hagi
* Elizabeth Jane Hall
† Kirsten Serena Harrough
† Mindy Lin Hatchell
Christin Renee Hess
Caylee Jewel Hill
† Siaosi Hoef
Kyle Robert Holloway
† Lorin Mckenzie Holloway
Skyelar Raye Houston
Nathan Graham Huey
Kaleb M. Humphrey
Nevan B. Jones
Murphy Ryan Kidoll
Camryn Baylee Kinsey
Aidan michael Lands
Emma Julia Lauter
Bailey Elizabeth Laytham
Ian S. Lewis
Tyler David Lynch
Christine Kelly
Marshbank
Justin Patrick Thomas
Andrew James Thompson
† Brooke A. Thornsburg
Taijah A. Thornton
†† Huy LeMinh Tran
Cori Nicole Thrasher
Luke Matthew Trueblood
Hannah Elise Tucker
Taylor Vifquain
CHEYENNE MARIE WOOD

Associate in Arts

December
Deldril Bernard Glover

College of Arts & Sciences
Certificate in Applied Geospatial Technologies
August
Colton Forrester Shook

December
Mark Russell Long
Justin Aaron Sharp

Certificate in Peace, Justice and Conflict Transformation
August
Olivia Rose Delano
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

Degrees

Doctor of Medicine

August
  Kellie Nicole Bradford Kane
  Mohammed O. Nuru

December
  Corey Marcus Moran

Master of Science

August
  Bertha Albina Aguazul
  Ceilidh Ahearn
  Hasaan Ali
  Yazan Alrefai
  Jesica Rose Ashby
  Makayla Patricia Brady
  Shannon Nicole Derkson
  Robert Abraham Drake
  Brenda Dzaringa
  Sarah Elizabeth Figert
  Tyler Charles Gripshover
  Trevor Allen Hollinsworth
  Taylor Williams Houlihan
  Daniel Grant Hughes
  Shayaan Muhammad Khan
  Madilyn Brooke Limeberry
  Michael Christian Long
  Jacob Kosse Markert
  Sydney Paige Merrell
  Courtney Elizabeth Morris
  Hannah Marissa Newberry
  Hannah Emily Norton
  Jacob T. Olds
  Andrew Joseph Orwick
  Eric E. Porter
  Brittany Rachelle Reynolds
  Emily M. Sharp
  Shellese Annette Shemwell
  Priyanka Nirav Sheth
  Bryan William Simpson
  Richard Allen Stout
  Yazmine R. Thomas
  Matthew A. Tomlin
  Pratyusha Veldhi
  Ashley Warner
  Brene Williams
  Christopher J. Zdunek

December
  Srineel Bodduluri
  Saphira M. Chiu
  Easton Earl Ford
  Nicholas A. Hoffman
  Danielle Terese Little
  Angeliki Lykoudi
  Idoia Meaza Isusi
  Benjamin Richard Rood
  Monika Thapa
  Justin Edgar Ventura
School of Dentistry

Degrees

Master of Science
August
Jhanvi Kanaiyalal Patel

Master of Science in Dentistry
August
Mohammad Arif
Jacob Howard Britt
Brenna Iona Christensen
Danielle Lynn Cianciolo
Kristen Elena Eguren
Brian Barrett Glatt
Clifford Kirby Goodwine
Evan Michael Harpster
Christopher M. Kersey
Prajakta Shreeram Kulkarni
Melissa McGrier
Morgan Marie Nowery Alpino
Muhammad H. Saleh
Kathleen G. Schessler
Miram A. Shaheen
Troy Bancha Tran
Wiley Yao
William Ervin Yoder
Degrees

Juris Doctor

August
  Shelby Rae Boyd
  Benjamin G. Church
  Elizabeth J. Hahn
  † Matthew Willard
    Johnston
  Jessica Lynn Paul
  James Rankin Tonkinson

December
  Brooklynn Alcorn
  Lindsay deJesus Cress
  † Christian Lucas
    Emerson
  † Olivia Renee Hester
  Jessica Marie Moore
  Elizabeth Katlyn
    Muwanga Roseman
  Pierce Tomoki Stevenson

† Candidate for Cum Laude
†† Candidate for Magna Cum Laude
††† Candidate for Summa Cum Laude
Degrees

Master of Science in Couple and Family Therapy

August
Rujeko Olga Machinga

Master of Science in Social Work

August
Hayley Amillia Adams
Bushra I. Ali
Laura Elizabeth Bennecoff
Peter Bogdanovic
Emily Lauren Cain
Elizabeth Ann Chaddic
Kelley Larae Conner
Calhoun
Tyran M. Dewalt
Asia LaShay Drake
Derrick Tyrone Finley
Savannah Mechelle Geiger
Valencia Lynn Gooden
Kelsey Anne Hatchitt
Savannah Ann Higgs
Keshauhn Lashay Huffman
Tamara Michelle Klink
Holly Little Van Straaten
Kelly Colleen Mendoza
Grace Kathleen Mitchell
Sabrina Michelle Nichols
Heather Diane Oliver
Latonya Pete
Amber Nghia Rosario
Nicole R. Roth
Christina Michelle Schwartz
Andrea Lorne Scott-Maguire
Katelin Grace Snable
Latetia Tierra Bland
Thergood
Kathryn Lynn Wiggins

December
Ojo Oluwaseun Babalola
Dayn’l D’Shae Beeler
Dawntae Marie Bratchett
Megan MaKayla Bryant
Katelyn Nicole Haddaway
Nancy Ann Hansford
Kaitlyn Mackenzie Kepple
Jill Brianne Ridgell
Isabella Voignier

Bachelor of Social Work

August
††† Amanda Garbarino

December
† Tiffany Thuytien Truong
†† Larry Douglas Watson

† Candidate for Cum Laude
†† Candidate for Magna Cum Laude
††† Candidate for Summa Cum Laude
Prizes, Honors and Awards

Dean’s Award for Highest Scholarship
Alexis Embry
Kayla Vanover Hoff

Faculty Award for Professional Nursing
Owensboro - Abbie Stallings
Louisville - Elise Crider

School of Nursing Outstanding Leadership Award
Owensboro - Lydia Mills
Louisville - Vicki Wong

Award for Outstanding Service
Owensboro - Wessly Ford
Louisville - Abigail Hayden

President’s Outstanding Graduate
Louisville - Selina Grider (Bachelor of Science in Nursing)

The Vicki M. Stogsdill Award (Owensboro)
Maggie Wilhoite
Degrees and Certificates

Master of Science in Nursing

August
Sydnie Diane McKinley

December
Griffin Louis Knapp
Whitney Marie Oggy
Christina Marie Schlinger

Post-Graduate Certificate

August
Jennifer Rhea Ramsey

Bachelor of Science in Nursing

August
††† Stephanie Albert
Brandon
† Makayla Erin Hack
† Emma Claire Koehler
Syndie Diane McKinley
Charles Joseph
Mccarthy III
† Domini Alexis Plymale
† Aubrey Ann Ritter
Christine Marie Muna
Ruiz
Selena Alicia Whalen

December
Damber Acharya
Lydia Anne Albice
Karli Ann Alexander
Emily Christine Angle
Alicia Renee Ballard
Annie Hope Bedore
Emily May Beinke
Bailee Boyd
Hayden Taylor
Brotherton
Ciara Jade Clark
Elise Nicole Crider
Chrissy Lee Cross
Megan Taylor Curry
††† Caleb Anthony Dahl
Kylee Brooke Daugherty

† Alec Jordan DeLuca
† Kayla Dilley
† Sierra Delann Dischinger
†† Alexis Nicole Embry
Ariana Christine
Erickson
Abbegail J. Fackler
† Bethany Jane Fentress
Joseph Patrick Fisher
Lauren Elizabeth
Fleischman
Wessly Dean Ford
Katherine Ann Frazier
Jessica A. Fullington
Emilee Elizabeth
 Gabehart
† Jose Luis Garcia
Rodriguez
Shelby Lynn Girtjen
Haylee Nicole Glotzbach
Samantha Renee
Goldbach
Ariadna Gomez-Ruiz
Selina Elise Grider
Shelby Jordan Hargan
† Abigail Marie Hayden
Anne-Marie Tamer Hays
Molly Nicole Henne
Nathan Alexander Henry
† Ruth Theresa Leola Hill
†† Kayla Brooke Hoff
Saadia Dawood Ibrahim
Brooke Leigh Johnson
Michaela Ann Johnson
Sarah Elizabeth Johnson
Jenna Ryan Jones
Soma Katwal
† Aisha Khalid
Katlyn Marie Kiper
Yedarm Lee
Katherine Cecelia
Lemmons
Mollie Jean Leonard
Conor Lee Lineberger
† Phagan Wade
Marksberry
Nikayla Mashell
McFarland
Skyler Kaye McGimsey
Shenae Nikol McNear
† Karine Nichole
Mcgarrity
† Aliaksandr Melnikau
Austin Mitchel Miller
† Lydia Elizabeth Mills
Savanna Marie Mills
Alexandria Kearsten
Monahan
† Alexys Nicole Nadeau
Elizabeth Lee Newton
Amanda Dianne Nichols
Kylie Susan Paden
† Cassie Michaela Parrish
Carol Christine Paul
Cassie Nicole Peavler
† Trina Unrue Randall
Alexandra Dawn Rison
† Isabel Catharine
Rozema
Elizabeth Gale Sampson
Hayley Jo. Sanders
† Alex Siegel
Faith J. Sivori
Abbie Marie Stallings
Alexis Rene Stauffer
Madyson A. Stomieroski
Meghan Brooke
Sturgeon
† Sarah Elizabeth Thomas
Sarah Jean Thompson
Beth Michelle
Thornberry
Kaitlin Leann Wagerman
Raven Shay’Anne Walls
Maggie Mae Wilhoite
Bailey Nicole Wills
† Vicki Lee-Ying Wong
Alexis Marie Worden
Candace Young
Kyler Breanne Zody

† Candidate for Cum Laude
†† Candidate for Magna Cum Laude
††† Candidate for Summa Cum Laude
Prizes, Honors and Awards

Banner Bearer
Coleman Clark

Degrees

Master of Public Health
December
Victoria B. Smith
Renee Jewell Thomas

Master of Science in Biostatistics
August
Onajia Josiah
Stubblefield

December
Farrukh Aqil
Kumaran Sundaram
Paige Christine Walsh
Yi Wei Zheng

Master of Science in Clinical Investigation Sciences
August
Marc William Fromer

Master of Science in Epidemiology
August
Felicia A. Pugh

December
Erica Reann Miller

Graduate Certificate in Biostatistics
August
Shea Boyer
Shauna Brown
Abdulai Issahaku
Jesse L. Rozsa
Brooke Nicole Shelley

December
Siddharth Ashokkumar
Shah

Graduate Certificate in Clinical Investigation Science
December
Maryam Zahin

Bachelor of Science
August
Kwizera Blumeherz
Kanyandekwe

December
Izah Aftab Ahmed
Aiyana Marie Bacot
Paige Elisabeth Combs
Nicole P. Doss
Sabrina Dalaney Eden
Kaitlynn Annamarie
French
Spencer Thomas Kroupa
Holly Renee McLain
Jada Nicole Morgan
Olivia Joan Pendleton
Sabrina Abdulaziz
Sheikh Ikar
Marissa August Wetzler

Bachelor of Arts
December
Mariely Elizabeth Agudo
Brooke Lynn Barnes
† Coleman Michael Clark
Jeremiah Aaron Dulin-Murrah
Cody Shaine Gipson
Tiffany Amber Herm
Tanya Natasha Hoeft
Christabel Kusi Appiah
Kathleen Elizabeth Stacy

† Candidate for Cum Laude
†† Candidate for Magna Cum Laude
††† Candidate for Summa Cum Laude
Degrees and Certificates

Master of Engineering in Bioengineering

**August**
Corey Peyton Chitwood
Anna Pauline Goestenkors
Winston Tyler Rauch

**December**
Nathaniel John Alexander
Bailey Marie Florek
Destiny Faith Gibson
Reid Alan Honeycutt
Ruta Sanjeev Patwardhan
Veeresh Prasad Rai

Master of Engineering in Chemical Engineering

**August**
Amanda Mae Arts
Evan Patrick Grimm
Kelly Marie Lee
Seth Michael Mains
Yuehan Zhou

**December**
Joseph Emmett Cahill
Adam Flynn
Luis Norman Moreno
Samuel Timothy Romes
Robert Joseph Skarvan Jr.
Robert Carl Spalding
Colin Michael Suttles

Master of Engineering in Civil Engineering

**August**
Derek Anthony Sander

Master of Engineering in Computer Science and Engineering

**August**
Grant Charles Campbell
Luke Michael Floden
Hao Wang

**December**
Kevin Austin Barnett
Manorath Dhakal
Ronald Kongi

Master of Engineering in Electrical Engineering

**August**
Nathan Christopher Hodges
Conner Mark Hoffman
Nathan Tyler Schimpf
Harrison Collier Swayne
Saipruthvi Vanaparthi

**December**
Sean Robert Hillwig
Michael Joseph Portaro

Master of Engineering in Industrial Engineering

**August**
Lucas Wilson Rocco Bianchi
Lucas Alexander Bruns

Master of Engineering in Management

**August**
Cedric Chukwueloka Erinne
Gianna Nicole Gaul
Thomas Francis Lambe
Eduardo Herrera Lopez Jr.

Master of Engineering in Mechanical Engineering

**August**
Jacob Dalton Blumeier
Patrick Thomas Flowers
Margaret Rose Jett
Lily Catherine Thaman

Nicholas Ray Townsend
Matthew David Wedding

**December**
Tawfik Tarik Elgousi
†† Robert Michael Ench
Mahad Abdullahi Mohamed
Justin Howard Williams

Master of Science

**August**
Sami Hamza Al-Abed
Alexander Hayden Beltz
Jacob Moshe Berdichevsky
David Jonathan Campbell
Taylor Rebecca Childress
Reem Moustafa El-Baba
Clay Thomas Groesch
Cory Anthony Hansen
Charles (Chip) Martin Lynch
Jalya Nicole Scherer
Amanda Marie Turpin
Theodore Ramon Wiersema

**December**
Benjamin Andrews V Wade Malcolm Burkett
Micah Robert Burkhardt
Sabina Zakhidovna Chertmanova
Alexander Thomas Curry
Derek Anthony Davenport
Jean Claude Ganza
Brandon Grogean
Saleh Khanjar
James Richard LeFevre
Mariana Miranda
Matthew Murtland
Jacob Daniel Naes
Andrew John Pierce
Ty A. Roberts
Bryce Taylor Rush
Natasha D. Stoneking
Kavish Sudan

† With Honors
†† With High Honors
††† With Highest Honors
Graduate Certificate in Artificial Intelligence in Medicine
August
Dylan Andrew Goodin

Graduate Certificate in Cybersecurity
August
Fredrick Omambia

Graduate Certificate in Data Science
August
Derek Athony Davenport
Onajia Josiah
Stubblefield

December
Benjamin Andrews
Micah Robert Burkhardt
Patrick Charles Johnson
John Taylor Lawson

Bachelor of Science in Bioengineering
August
Aman Kumar Mann
Lily Tang

December
Andy Luc
John Paul Roeder

Graduate Certificate in Artificial Intelligence in Medicine
August
Joshua Lance Wooten

Bachelor of Science in Chemical Engineering
August
††† Nadege L’Esperance
†† Kaitlynn Grace Slone

December
Kathleen Randall
Bryce Anthony Thomas

Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering
August
Hazem A. Albawi
Robert Neal Peacock
Justin Kyle Potter
† Derek Anthony Sander
† Jacob Mason-Tyler
Smith
Noah Michael Wilder

December
Ian Michael Gardone
Jordan Demetrius Keifer

Bachelor of Science in Computer Science and Engineering
August
Tristin Alexander Midle
Hieu Trong Nguyen
† Cynthia Anita Pulgar Sornio
†† Maikel Ramos Tejeda

December
Enes Alomerovic
Lukas Julian Armstrong
Danny Joseph Foley
 intrusive
Richard Nipun
Gunasea
Kristen Nicole Hartman
Jake Thomas Higgott
Brandon Keith Hutton
†† Ashwin A. Kumar
† Brantly Taylor Lockhart
† Justin A. Martin
Madi Marie Mays
Alexander Thomas Mize
Chandresh
Ghanshyambhai Patel
† Jenish Manishkumar Patel
Nihal Suresschandra Sharma
† Nikita Suresschandra Sharma
Javier Alejandro Tapia
† Aaron Michael Trachtenberg
Austin J. Turner
Keary Lanair Walker
†† Nicholas Emmerson York

Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering
August
Andrew Thomas Alcorn
† Nicholas Anderson Moore
Grant Timothy Russell
Tyler David Sanders

December
Fernando Andres Abril
††† Leela Bahadur Bhattarai
Landon Ellis Brooks
Steven Sean Brumfield
Clayton Lee Bear
Burkhart
Brett Taylor Chestnut
Sergio Vargas Garcia
Noah T. Hurt
Siddharth Jha

Bachelor of Science in Industrial Engineering
August
†† Mercedes Pastor
Tianna Belle Webb

December
Ramsey Bassam El-Masri
Julianne Thuy Nguyen

Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering
August
James Walter Blanford III
Tanner Robert Corby
††† Connor Mason Dean
Christopher Tobe Derby
William David Dorsch
Trey Parker Duckett
Charles E. Flute III
Jesse Quinlan Hammond
Iris James Herchenroeder
Zachary A. Hughes
Avery Stephen Karem
††† Christina Marie Kennedy
†† Joellyn Cieanna Ketron
†† Daniel Paul McCrorey
Robert Andrew Reid
Riccardo Setti
Jacob C. Simms
Cole Daron Stewart
Elissa M. Wines-Mitchell

December
Sami Alhasan
Todd Edward Brumley
† With Honors
†† With High Honors
††† With Highest Honors
Brandon Gregory
Cartwright
Jessica Marie Crittenden
Deandre Tyrone
Fountain
James Kyle Gibson
Aaron Neal Hainline
Andrew Conner Helmon
Braden Mitchell Hensley
Taylor Jordan Hsieh
James Hong Hua
Tyler Jared Huesman
Connor James
Lehrmann
Olivia DeAnn Mishloney
Benjamin Louis Nye
Amal Kirit Patel
Stephen Jamal Rasberry
Christopher Michael
Searles
Logan Lee Sexton
Joshua Alan Siebe
John Veto Sikora
Adam Charles
Suedkamp
Jakob Paul Sutter
Jordan David Taylor
School of Music

Degrees

Master of Music

December

Johnson Joanesburg
Anchieta Machado
Tullio Mesquita Cunha
Bailey A. Haynes

Bachelor of Arts

August

Andrew Harrison Burns
Jonah Titus Carter
†William Dalton Powell
Kirstin Marie Wolgast

December

Andrew James Chapman
† Jonathan Travis Roy

Bachelor of Music

August

† Kaitlyn Mikael Beard
† Bryanna Nichole Blessinger
† Taylor Drayton Clapp
Jessica Leigh Newman
Casey Ann Wrins
† Tamia Marae Yates

December

††† Reagan Elizabeth Bunce
†† Andrew James Chapman
†† Austin Blane Cunningham
†† Ann-Marie Kate Kincaid
Kirk Thomas Knight
Isaiah Paul Kahealani
Joao Kuamoo
††† Kevin H. Parr
† Halie Allyn Sawyers
Emily G. Spradling
Ashley Cheyan Stephens

† Candidate for Honors
†† Candidate for High Honors
††† Candidate for Highest Honors
Prizes, Honors and Awards

The Outstanding Graduate in the College of Business
Kiana Nicole Klein

Outstanding Graduate in Accountancy
Kiana Nicole Klein

Outstanding Graduate - Bachelor of Business Administration
Kayla Marie Peterworth

Outstanding Graduate in Computer Information Systems
Alexander J. Schoborg

Outstanding Graduate in Economics
Kiana Nicole Klein

Outstanding Graduate in Equine Business
Nathaniel Robert Brown

Outstanding Graduate in Finance
Tess E. Whitfield

Outstanding Graduate in Management
Patrick Harrison Mcintyre

Outstanding Graduate in Marketing
Madison E. Clements
Degrees and Certificates

Master of Accountancy

August
* Timothy Michael Campbell
  * Sarah Louise Cavanagh
  * Denise Graham
  * Samantha Karr
  * Haley Marie Kennedy
  * Isaac Tice Mathis
  * Michael Angelo McBride II
  * Devon Rayshan Page
  * Tyler Cole Radcliffe
  * Matthew David Schildt
  * Cooper Davis Shearer
  * Joshua James Smithson

* Michael Buck Darden
  * Christopher Dunn
  * Krishawna M. Dupin
  * Daniel Roland Durbin
  * Bradey Lane Farris
  * Gavin Daniel Ford
  * Tyler M. Ford
  * Stephanie Lynn Frank
  * James Ross Gagliardi
  * Grace Elizabeth Garrott
  * Alex Michael Godfrey
  * Matthew James Graves
  * Gerien Monet Gray
  * Maria Zita Gurt
  * Jack Hagerty
  * Wolfgang Herterich
  * Brandon Alan Jackson
  * Caleb R. Jacobs
  * Aspen Nicole Jarrett
  * Brandon Lee Johnson
  * Emily E. Johnson
  * Phillip Clay Johnson
  * William Dakota Jones
  * Monica Judd
  * Garrett Baxter Kasey
  * Ashley Renae Kelley
  * Juliane Kliesch
  * Tobias Gerhard Knapp
  * Tim Henrik Krause
  * Franziska Layer
  * Garrett Mehlhing
  * Damon Trumaine Mims
  * Shkar Kawa Mohammed
  * Matthew Leonard Morette
  * Darian Marie Morgan
  * Christoph Neuss
  * John Patrick Jennings O’Brien
  * Imani Jabril Oliver
  * Logan Guy Pant
  * Shivam Yatin Patel
  * Justin J. M. Penny
  * Laura Nicole Pepper
  * Alyssa Morgan Perry
  * Alexandria G. Pizarro
  * Laura Michelle Pope
  * Franziska Rau
  * Brittany Michelle Riley
  * Gerald Quinn Robinson
  * Jonathan Sanguinette
  * Katherina Rosina
  * Schock
  * Trent Richard Schulten
  * Malik Jamil Shalash
  * Natalie Kaye Shields
  * Rebecca Danielle Sizemore
  * Theodore Conrad Smith
  * Phonepaseuth Sourinsack
  * Samuel Richard Stevens
  * Taylor Dean Stivers
  * Jordan Andrew Thomas
  * Autumn Marie Thompson
  * Travis Jeffrey Turner
  * Raymond James Vanderpool
  * Daniel Vogtmann
  * Sophia Carmen Irene von Berg
  * Jessica Weis
  * James Ross Welch
  * Loren Franziska Werk
  * Noah Alexander Schweitzer Williams
  * Martin Wiley Woods Jr.
  * Andrew William Yeager

December
  * Mackenzie Kathryn Baker
  * Hao Fu
  * Philip W. Hardin

Master of Business Administration

August
* Tala Wail Alasad
  * Jackson Alford
  * Patrick Andelfinger
  * Brittany Michelle Anderson
  * Beatrice Balan
  * Dominique Leron Barber
  * Austin Nicholas Bates
  * Amira La’Nette Battle
  * Jackson Robert Baughman
  * Mary Reagan Bowles
  * Sean Arden Bradley
  * Garrison Tyger Bullock
  * Miah Amir Casey
  * Bailey Renee Chambers
  * Ulalo Martin Chirwa
  * Maximillian Christ
  * Hannah Maria Cochrane Jacob M. Cohen
  * Benjamin C. Corder
  * Taylon Wayne Crume
  * Ankush Arora
  * Mirza Tanzeel Beg
  * Jenna Lee Bennett
  * Caryle Blondell
  * Taylor Pierceton Bowling
  * Katelyn Alicia Bueltel
  * Mary F. Campbell
  * Luke Patterson Cecil
  * Dzhamilya D. Chakhaldize
  * Byron Saul Chan Giron
  * Yuxuan Chen
  * Chin-Shi Minoru Chou
  * Charles Gentry Courtney
  * Paola Andrea Cruz Perez
  * Amelia Katherine Gonzales Dawson
  * Diana Kimberly Durig
  * Emily Paige Dutrow
  * Andrew Blake Flowers
  * Luke Thomas

* with Distinction
* Candidate for Distinction
† Candidate for Honors
‡ Candidate for High Honors
§ Candidate for Highest Honors
Graduate Certificate in Distilled Spirits Business

August
Bridget Loran Dale
Christopher Dunn
Gavin Daniel Ford

Bachelor of Business Administration

December
Anna Patricia Burch
†† Kayla Marie Peterworth

Bachelor of Arts

December
†† Julianna Casey

Bachelor of Science in Business Administration

August
Cameron Patrick Abell
Corey Joseph Barberito
Elijah C. Barnard
Evan Lowry Berrios
Keith Dewayne Camp
Jaelleigh Melissa Campbell
† Boramey Heng Chan
Krupa Rajendrasinh Chavda
Nicholas Ryan Clark
Mya Jenea Davidson
Shyna Glee Atillo Dela Pena
Natalie Ann Goldstein
Cole Wayne Holland
Joseph Guy Ingemi
††† Nikolina Jovic
Natalie Christine Martin
† Tyler Jackson Patton
Leah Nicole Pugh
Omar Gerald Rogers III
Rebecca Ann Schilling
Mason Alan Smith
Jason Kyle Sword
Elise Ola Timmons
Jasmyn Lynnette Todd
Corey Stephen Vest
††† Katherine Elizabeth Walker
Cameron Michael Wheeler
Aaron M. White
Evander Alexander Wright
Hexuan Xu
Melissa A. Yashar

December
†† Narbada Acharya
Gregory Leo Adams
Samuel Okikioluwa Akinfenwa
Chandler Marks Ballard
Juan Carlos Ballesteros Lacayo
Nicholas Edward Banks
DeShon Calvin Bartleson
Anthony Howard Basil
Grace Nikkol Bauer
Clara Taylor Belding
Ryan Christopher Bell
† Haley Lauren Betten
Shelby Megan Bigos
Kaitlyn J. Blazer
† Anthony Steven Borash
† Nathaniel Robert Brown
† Lucas Noah Buchanan
† Robert Stephen Burch
Chad David Caldwell
† Chancellor Alvin Caldwell
Clay Joseph Cannon
Ryan Anthony Carman
† Shayla Renee Carter
Walter Blake Catlett
Noah Brian Caudill
Jason Chandler
††† Madison E. Clements
Patrick Thomas Cloutier
Jackson Todd Connor
Meagan Christine Crews
Karelia Cruz Martinez
Hannah Paige Dahl
† Julie Dang
Jackson Kai Davis
Brennan Elijah Dennis
Nicholas Gabriel Didio
† Victoria Belle Diller
** Joseph Tyler Dorilio
† Robert Alexander Doucette
John Hunter Downs
Denis Dzankovic
† Isaac Barker Edelen
Sara El Farra
Gregory Miles Ellis
† Douglas James Falbo
Nicholas Raymond Floden
Derek Allen Foster
†† Grace Janelle Frederick
Nancy Eileen Galloway
† Evan Garcia
Eric Carman Garrett
Serena Ariel Goss
Benjamin Phillip Gould
Jamie Elizabeth Goulding
H. Jacob Joseph Hack
†† Reagan Scott Haise
††† Abby Cheyenne Hall
Joshua Michael Harada

* Hayden M. Shelton
* Jessica Dawn Mason Sill
Madalon C. Simpson
* Zachary R. Stewart
* Benjamin Grant Stoll
* Pranav Tamiselvan
* Rachel Hope Tichenor
Hunter Wayne Wallace
Michael Robert
Whitehead
Sarahbeth Nicole Wilder
John Paul Wurth
* Kimberlee Nicole Youtsey

December
∆ Syed Atif Ali
Nithish Reddy Bangla
Colin W. Barker
∆ Greeshma Shreedhar Bhagat
∆ Melissa Marie Brutscher
Thomas Eugene Clark
Vanessa Lisett Covarrubias
∆ Melanie Ann Dalton
Aishwarya Duggu
Tharakaram
∆ Anna Enge
Claudia Florian Duran
∆ Hannah Hernandez
∆ Batul Husain
∆ Oyinwunmi Opeyemi Iyiola
∆ Asaad Khabtab
∆ Priyankar Kumar
∆ Parker Benjamin Lucas
∆ Chandran
Manickavasagam
∆ Nirosha Mirthipati
∆ Rahul Myreni
∆ Nicholas Anderson O’Brien
∆ Carlos Andres Ribadeneira Espinoza
∆ Mia Renee Simms
Tarun Venkatesh Babu
Christopher Douglas Walker
∆ Nathan Bradley Weeks
∆ Sri Nidhi Reddy Yerddla

Graduate Certificate in Franchise Management

December
Amy Pravin Shah

Graduate Certificate in Managerial Analytics

August
Jackson Alford
Ulalo Martin Chirwa
Benjamin C. Corder
Bradey Lane Farris
Grace Elizabeth Garrott
Matthew James Graves
Caleb R. Jacobs
Aspen Nicole Jarrett
Brandon Lee Johnson
Emily E. Johnson
William Dakota Jones
Ashley Renae Kelley
Damon Trumaine Mims
Darian Marie Morgan
Logan Guy Pant
Laura Nicole Pepper
Theodore Conrad Smith
Jordan Andrew Thomas
Martin Wiley Woods Jr.
Andrew William Yeager

College of Business
Easton Reid Hay
† Travis J. Henderson
Pablo Adrian Hernandez
Alexander Wayne Hickey
James Austin Hoagland
† Meredith Reagan Hogue
†† Morgan Emmalee Hoskins
Hunter James Hughes
Nicole Alexandra Hurtado Docati
Chace Carlton Jackson
Lillian Frances Janega
Fadi Timothy George Kaisieh
Daniel Jeffrey Kearl
Abdulkareem Kanabi Khudhr
† Andrew Thomas Klawitter
††† Kiana Nicole Klein
Kandis Carlee Konrad
John Ross Langworthy
Jacob Whitman Larcara
Isabella Grace Leslie
† Queena Lin
Kelli Lynn Logsdon
Austin Masterson
†† Joshua M. Mattingly
Conor Patrick McClure
Clayton Scott McMichael
Daniel McNutt
Patrick Harrison
McIntyre
† Anthony Sandor Mikos
† Kerrigan Michelle Miller
Cameron Brice Mosser
† Shelby Alexis Nasser
Tuan Anh Nguyen
Jacob Bradley Nichols
† Walker Anthony Nicholsen
Norge Pascual Nunez
Miraj Dolatrai Patel
Smit Manojkumar Patel
Yashkumar Kanaiyalal Patel
Tabor Keith Payne
Garre Carson Perronie
Jaxson Edward Pleasant
† Kaitlyn Michelle Power
Kayla Tanesha Preston
John Cole Rosemann
† Alexander J. Schoborg
Emily Marie Schum
William John Scott
Jeffrey Michael Scroggins
Nathan Glenn Seales
Chandler R. Simpson
Gavin Tyler Sipes
Laura Katharine Skaggs
Almir Skrozo
Aaron Smith
Matthew Todd Smith
Sage Joseph Smith
† Jacob Leigh Smithson
†† Errane Blake Southam
Blake Edward Stephens
† Thomas Franklin Steppe
Sean Michael Stevens
Andrew Douglas Strack
Alfredo Tase Tenrrero
Beau Harrison Trednick
Madison C. Veech
††† Tess E. Whitfield
Isaiah Jordan Williams
Julian Devonne Williams
Ryan Andrew Winter
Stephen Luke Wiseman

Bachelor of Science in Business Economics

August
Carlos Alejandro Sanchis

December
Jaylon Michael Carr
Casey Rone Foley
Elliot Norton Kelly Jr.
††† Kiana Nicole Klein
Caleb Josiah Lamping
Nicholas Tate Pizzano
Kayla Tanesha Preston
Ja’Ron Jamaal Sanders
Aaron Smith

Post-Baccalaureate Certificate in Accounting

August
Molly Bruce
Timothy Albert Clark
Shawn P. Flaherty
Katherine Taylor Manning
Thomas Mayfield
Kimberley Marie Sanders
Ryan Lucas Taliaferro
Katie L. Watkins
Keri Whitaker
Amy Linnenbringer Wilson

December
Elizabeth Patrice Cecil
Stephanie Anna Spooner

† Candidate for Honors
†† Candidate for High Honors
††† Candidate for Highest Honors
Prizes, Honors and Awards

Outstanding Graduate & Banner Bearer
NaKhaya ReShea Douglas

Mortar Board Senior Honor Society
Taylor Brooke Bollman
Christian B. Seidt

The Graduate Dean's Citation
Zachary Eugene Boocher

Outstanding Master of Education Student - Teacher Leader
Lydia Marie McKinley
Andrea Kaye Thompson

Chuck Thompson Award for Outstanding Master of Arts in Teaching Award
NaKhaya ReShea Douglas

Department of Elementary, Middle, and Secondary Education

Outstanding Undergraduate Student in Elementary Education
Siara Mi’chale Wood

Outstanding Undergraduate Student in Middle and Secondary Education
Michaela Ann Bannon
Taylor Christine Brow
Elijah Benjamin Cook
Christian Ann Davis
Katherine Elizabeth Harris
Haya Shahreyar Khan

Outstanding Master of Arts in Teaching - Elementary
Adrienne Michelle Abrams
Troykweaya L. Brown
Grace Ann Oglesby

Outstanding Master of Arts in Teaching - Middle
Jamaia JeShay Dougherty
NaKhaya ReShea Douglas

Outstanding Master of Arts in Teaching - Secondary
Clarissa Danielle Bryant
Andrew Joseph Crum
Laura Denice Motley
Kathryn Thomas Welsh
Dakota Zachary Yount

Department of Special Education, Early Childhood, and Prevention Science

Outstanding Undergraduate Student - Interdisciplinary Early Childhood Education
Haley Nicole Dermon

Outstanding Undergraduate Student - Elementary Education
Raina Cain
Bailey Elizabeth Mitchell
Morgan Leigh Rhule
Sophia Joelle Warren

Outstanding Undergraduate Student - Learning and Behavior Disorders
Aubrey Rae Atwell
Madelynn Copelin Campbell

Outstanding Undergraduate Student - Moderate and Severe Disabilities
Natalie Marie Tennill
Daniel Paul Wolf

Outstanding Student Teacher - Learning and Behavior Disorders
Abigail Faith Reynolds

Outstanding Student Teacher - Moderate and Severe Disabilities
Jessica Page Mock
Outstanding Master of Education Student-Teacher Leader in Reading and Literacy
Katelyn Alexandra Meng

Outstanding Master of Education Student - Teacher Leader & Applied Behavior Analysis
Jennifer Marie Fosbinder

Outstanding Professional Disposition Award
Taylor Brooke Bollman
Madelynn Copelin Campbell
Christina Elizabeth Woosley

Outstanding Doctoral Dissertation
Dr. Shannon Reeves Putman

Delta Zeta Award Special Education: In Honors of Gladys George Corley
Allyson Reigh Fry
Mary Olivia Mae Rogers

Delta Zeta Award Special Education: In Honors of Julia Heil Sikora
Natalie Marie Tennill

Diane Kyle Award for Outstanding Community Engagement
Teshan Leenae Henry

Department of Leadership, Evaluation and Organizational Development

Outstanding Master of Arts Student in Higher Education Administration
Ashley E. Triplett
Laura K Wooldridge

Outstanding Military Student in Higher Education Award
Michael Aldas
Katheryn Ann Gatewood

Outstanding Organizational Leadership & Learning (OLL) Student Award
Dalton Chase Kelly
Brooke Alyse King
Oliver O. Montgomery

Malcolm S. Knowles Award in Organizational Leadership and Learning
Joyce Ann Ausmus
Jericho Hibdon
Nehemiah Jerod Wilkinson
Erin Michelle Wood

Organizational Leadership and Learning Community Engagement
Kim Kraeszig
Chiquita Nelson Tarvin

Christopher Frey Military Learner Award in Organizational Leadership and Learning
Daniel Joseph Lewis
Patrick Gene O’Bryan
Brandon George Smith

Resilience Award in Organizational Leadership and Learning
Erin Gabrielle Baughman
Danise M. Harris
Sherrill M. Poitier

Interdisciplinary Early Childhood Education Trailblazer Award
Edda Reeves
Chiquita Nelson Tarvin
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Human Resource Education Community Engagement Award
Wesley Adam Gwisdala
Rachel Langdon
William Reid Shober
Hollie R. Spencer

R. Wayne Pace Award - Human Resource Education
Kiana Sharee Fields
Kelly Diiro Juarez
Maria Victoria Ibarra Lecompte
Andres Valencia

Sheila D. Bridgeman Student Collegiality Award
Nateya Curtisha Mora
Stacy Lynn Pritts

Department of Health and Sport Sciences

Outstanding Undergraduate Student - Exercise Science
Alexeia Victoria Casillas
Logan Raphael Orman

Outstanding Graduate Student - Exercise Physiology
Christopher M. Pierce

Outstanding Undergraduate Student Award - Sport Administration
Amanda Jean Barr
Kaleb F. Yenealem

Outstanding Graduate Student Award - Sport Administration
Alina Kendzior

John Heldman Academic Achievement Award
Andy T. Kettler
Ryann Cemone Spence

Sherrill E. Brakmeier Award
McKenna Lyn Bagby
Anna Janelle Williams

Savannah Walker Award for Social Justice
Lauren Renee Rickert

Joseph R. Trabue Award
Logan Raphael Orman

Department of Counseling and Human Development

Outstanding Graduate in Mental Health Counseling Program
Kyle Anthony Thompson

Outstanding Graduate in School Counseling Program
Kimberly R. Campbell
Mary Kisling Low
Jasmine Kelley Romans

Outstanding Graduate in Counseling Psychology
Alexandria Nicole Hammond

Outstanding Graduate in College Student Personnel Program
Taylor Leigh Shaw

Erica J. Holloman Achievement Award
Jahnai Mechelle Brown
Chelsea Ann Wright

Ron Denney College Student Personnel Peer Leader Award
Taylor Leigh Shaw

College Student Personnel Program Excellence in Scholarship Award
Sierra Marie Kronka

Ellis J. Mendelsohn Award
Kaitlyn Carol Parker

Clark F. Wood Award
Kalon Lavon Baker
College of Education and Human Development

Degrees and Certificates

Master of Arts

August
Daniella Alvarado
Bridget Bard
Mark Andrew Beirich
Alex Patrick Caba
Emily Katelyn Clark
Keith Alan Dengel
Stephanie Anne Dickerson
Dustin Allan Dieter
Kathryn Robins Drake
Shelby Leigh Eisenback
Katheryn Ann Gatewood
Megan Nicole Griffin
Matthew Darnell Judkins
Keith Peter Langhauser
Courtland Christopher Leamon
Adam Justin Lee
Christopher John Loconte
DeLunda Alene Maddux
Kayla Elaine Miller
Saul Navarro
Cristin Rene Prince
Matteson Jay Smith
Madison Marie Taylor
Taylor Paige Thomas
Robert Vankirk
Javiya Shaw’Nee Williams
Laura Kelsey Wooldridge
Zenon Zacharyj

December
Yamill Alejandro Acevedo
Michael Aldas
Kaitlyn Morine Anderson
Ruth Emily Bassford
Brody Langston Bright
Brian Campbell
Joshua Wayne Cooley
Jerimiah James Corbin
Maleah Morgan Cousineau
Kristin Lee Critchfield
Devan LaRece Cureton
Madison Darby Denhart
Kajen Duvall
Mark Ethan Dvornak
Jake Sanders
Gelnovatch
Jayson Fernando Guerra
Matthew Shields Hacker
Alexander J. Herink
Jeffery Hill
Chase T. Huggins
Marcell Dante Jackson
Janice Areum Kim
Barry Gene Klinger
Lionel B. Lambert Jr.
Josie Yvonne Martinez
Linda K. Ann McCullough
William M. McNeely
Elizabeth Suzanne Miller
Dwayne Anthony Murray
Fazari Mutalib
Travis Bernard Myhand
Sophia Grace Paino
Ebony Devonn Penton
Mariel Alejandro Perez Gonzalez
Shawn Philip Plumb
Luis Roberto Ramos Acevedo
Maria Joao Batalha da Conceicao Riley
Marshall Bradley Robinson
Joshua James Ruskiewicz
Maria L. Salih
Adrian Sanchez
Ronald Thomas Smith
Joseph Frank Snyder
Ethan Callahan Spivack
David Anthony Tejeda
Gabriel Wayne Temples
Ashley Tripplett
George Raul Vargas
William David Watson
Jason White
Krista Ackermann Young

Master of Arts in Teaching

August
Adrienne Michelle Abrams
Julie Marie Ackley
Troykweaya L. Brown
Clarissa Danielle Bryant
Delaney Sullivan Bush
Annam Choudhry
Erica Sue Cornette
Jamaia JeShay Daugherty
NaKhaya ReShea Douglas
LaPreesha Touquan Lashae Edison
Cynthia Lynn Fritz
Jade Elizabeth Garza
Jessica Danielle Henderson
Micaelah Christine McAlpine
Nicole A. McQuany
Daniel Eric Mcguffin
Grace Ann Oglesby
Timothy Douglass Rico-Storey
Ben Shahroudi
Kathryn Thomas Welsh
Taylor Denise Williams

December
Brandon Ray Bone
Andrew Joseph Crum
Nolan Anthony Lawson
Damon Parker Sr.
Ayla Evalyn Roberts
Eugenia Rodriguez Jaquez
Dakota Zachary Yount

Master of Education

August
Adam Thompson Berry
Leslie Ann Bronger
Brianna Rae Burns
Christopher Cheatwood
Niki Ann Clayton
Kristen Irene Dobbins
Shelby Nicole Dockery
Bridget Louise Donoghue
William Hoyt Gardner
Holly N. Gehlhausen
Alex Hammond
Patrick Fitzgerald McKinney
Jane Joyce Ann Peterson
Kyle Anthony Thompson
Daniel Mark Wise

December
Robert Brian Bernardi
Jahnai Mechelle Brown
Kimberly R. Campbell
Kirsten Rachel Copeland
Amara Meliani Diaz Untalan
Jennifer Marie Fosbinder
Amanda Renee Hall
Sierra Marie Kronka
Miranda L. Lewis
Mary Kisling Low
Donald Ray McGlasson
Lydia Marie McKinley
Katelyn Alexandra Meng Adam Moore
Katie Lynn Murphy
Jasmine Kelley Romans
Taylor Leigh Shaw
Jordan Laree Snider
Deborah Ann Thomas
Kelly Aline Warren
Chelsea Ann Wright
Master of Science

August
Joseph Lenox Augustus
Veranna Hope Bailey
Christopher Edward Colborn Jr.
Declan Doherty
Hannah Elizabeth Dossett
Kiana Sharee Fields
Rachel Marie Florek
Susan Foster
Parrish DaQuaan Gaines
Michael Anthony Garibay
Nicholas Hoffman
Samuel K. Hunter Jr.
Maria Victoria Ibarra
LeCompte
Alina Kendzior
Andrew T. Kettler
Katelyn Tracy Maloy
Tawni Lee Miller
Adrian Chase Robinson
Tatianna Maxine Scavella
William Reid Shober
Adriana Smith
Spencer Stone
Rebecca Joan Thomas

December
Christopher Duone
Avery Jr.
Kalon Lavon Baker
Meagan Beck
Brianna Jeane Bell
Lucas Dwayne Bero
Zachary Eugene Boocher
Kelly A. Bowen
Jennie Vincenta Cerjak
Michael Jason Coffey
Katlyn Anne Cook
Christopher Leah Cosme
Ashley Janae Dabney
Jordan DeRemer
Armond Dontae Evans
Scott
Devin Elijah Ewing
Jahncy Ann Franklin
Donald Steven Frazier II
Sierra Jo Freeman
James Gatto
John Charles Gayle Jr.
Courtney Lynn Gildea
Wesley Adam Gwisdala
Brittney E. Hansen
Rachel Elizabeth Hardin
Joseph A. Harris
Nicholas Stephen Hosch
Jareth Mikael Huber
Kelly Jean Imhof
Douglas C. Jackson
Kelly Diiro Juarez
Rachel Langdon
Mary Lee Leandre
Donald E. Longerbeam
April Melanie Rose Martinez
Zachary A. McKinley
Kayla Faye Messer
Nateya Curtisha Mora
Caroline Reid Neal
Christopher A. Owen
Soraima Pagan
Heather Elizabeth Peterson
Christopher M. Pierce
Eric Wendell Piernas Jr.
Stacy Lynn Pritts
Craig Lee Russell
David James Ryks
Joseph Allen Shambaugh
Caroline Makayla Smith
Hollie R. Spencer
Matthew David Stebbins
Charles Edward Steen Jr.
Robert Michael Sumpter
Roberto Carlos Tolossa
Cassie Lane True
Andres Valencia
Daniel Keith Van Epps
Tanner C. Vannieuwenhoven
Brian Thomas Van Vliet
Andrea Monika Wilson
Sydney Elizabeth Wilson
Jimmy Alan Yockey
Edward Duncan Reed
Alexis Morgan Roberts
Aimee Tara Shaw
Alex Christopher-Svendsen Shufflette
Caitlyn Noelle Shumate
Jamie Allison Smith
Victoria Ann Smith
Michael Allen Stacey
Samantha Jeanne Stoll
Sara Anne Talbott
Anthony Tarver
Stephanie Rae Thieneman
Olivia Leigh Timmerman
Timothy F. Travis Jr.
Alexandria Cezanne VanHoover
Dustin William Watts
Jeremy Clayton West
Breanna Marie Wonderly
Abigail Leigh Wright

Graduate Certificate in Organizational Change in Higher Education

August
Kathryn Robins Drake
Shelby Leigh Eisenback
Katheryn Ann Gatewood
Erica Hulse
Mathew Darnell Judkins
Carolyn Muriel Klingen
Kayla Elaine Miller
Cristin Rene Prince

December
Ruth Emily Bassford
Joshua Wayne Cooley
Kristin Lee Critchfield
Stephanie Anne Dickerson
Jeffery Hill
Elizabeth Suzanne Miller
Dwayne Anthony Murray
Maria Joao Batalha da Conceicao Riley
Craig Lee Russell
George Raul Vargas
Jason White

Graduate Certificate in Health Professions Education

December
Kofi Amoh-Mensah

Graduate Certificate in Teaching English as an International Language

December
Andrea Jeanne Davis
Susan Ghoezel Zepeda

Specialist in Education

December
Thomas Matthew Kupper

Bachelor of Science

August
Cameron Barbour
Patrick Alexander Bell
† Rachael Noelle Bentz
Timothy Ray Borden
Robert Christopher Bowling
John Jay Brangaccio
Jonathan Brumley
Joshua Allen Cartwright
Kristie Ann Cease
Davelle Jamal Cephas
Debrietta Faith Cole
Anna Clay Collins
Amber Dawn Cooper
Justin Beauregard
Courtney
Christian Porter Cowgill
Tevy Makara Cowley
Henry C. Davis
Patrice McKaye Downing
Griffin Walter Foley
Jennifer Ann Fries
Thomas Hugh Fullmer
Richard Timothy Gilbert
Clinton Josef Goss
Clio Natasha Groshong
Devin Thomas Hall
Allyson Janee† Hayes
Aaron Henley
† Grace Barrett Herbert
Zachary A. Hughes
Ohonmi Brownie Iseherien
Jeannine Marie Faye Jellison
Joe Lee Johnson
†† Trevor Achshah Johnson
McKenna Marie Jones
Alari Noel LaRue
Daniel Joseph Lewis
† Joseph Garrett Lyons
Sarah MacLeod
Shea Steven Martin
Karen A. Mayer

† Candidate for Cum Laude
†† Candidate for Magna Cum Laude
††† Candidate for Summa Cum Laude
Bailey Morgan
McWhirter
Patrick Ryan Mcdonald
Adam Michael Meston
Kurt Stephen Nardi
Patrick Gene O'Bryan
†† Logan Raphael Orman
Josie Petrielli
Robert James Pettas
††† Sherrill M. Poitier
† Mary Katherine Reynolds
Terri Lynn Sawyer
Jolee Marie Saylor
Daniel Jerome Schrod	
Ian Michael Seemann
Ryan E. Sierota
Terra M. Smalley
Ryann Cemone Spence
† Ryan E. Sierota
Mary Katherine Reynolds
Ryann Cemone Spence
Madison Leigh Spencer
Trevor Byron St. Clair
Kenny D. Stone
Sandra L. Stone
Chandler Hur Stuber
Angela Renee Swartz
Meghan Renee Thatcher
Jessie Adam Thomas
Deshawn Lionel Walker
Ryan Wayne Wierwille
Nehemiah Jerod Wilkinson
Ashley Celeste Wolfe
Jordyn Marie Wolfe

December
Alexandria Abner
Giles Aisenbrey
† Joyce Ann Ausmus
Charles Anthony Austin
† McKenna Lyn Bagby
Michaela Ann Bannon
† Bailey Nicole Barnett
†† Amanda Jean Barr
Audrey Anne Barry
† Erin Gabrielle Baughman
Robert Paul Baumgartner
Xavion Xarell Bethel
Alexander Binelas
† Allison Marie Bitting
Maria Boa
† Rachel Erin Booker
Samuel Alan Borders
Demi Rene Brooks
† Taylor Christine Brow
Jason Matthew Brown
Morgan D. Brown
Hannah Faith Bruce
Jackson Nathaniel Burns
† Nicholas Capella
Mitchell Alexander Carter
†† Alexia Victoria Casillas
† Carrie Anne Casto
Michael Joseph Charlton
Claire Marie Chaussee
Nathanael Scott
Christmas
† Kyle Matthew Claywell
Brayden Marcus
Alexander Clemons
† Elijah Benjamin Cook
Brian DJ Crilly
† Kerry D. Crudup
† Camryn Makenzie Davidson
†† Christian Ann Davis
Claudia Louise Deering
Era Offers Dolan
Tyanne La'Paris Donald
Shannon Rene' Dorch
Samara Ariel Downing
Shanta Shawrey Dyre
Stephanie Earsl
Joanna Hauser Eny
Richard Hale Ferguson II
Tina L. Foster
Sean David Fowler
Benjamin Richard Garvey
Benjamin Richard Garvey
Troy Spencer Gibson
Mikah Elizabeth Goins
Maureen Gonzalez
Johnathon Cole Gossett
† Gary Edward Graf
Courtney Renee Gray
Daniel Ray Hanson
Danise M. Harris
Jerome Harris
†† Katherine Elizabeth Harris
Emma Adelaide Hawkins
Amy Marlel Henry
Jericho Hibdon
Michael Hines
Brianna Miyal Johnson
Keon Johnson
Jamie Myranda S. Jones
Sade Quinn Jones
† Brady Daniel Keehn
†† Dalton Chase Kelly
Haya Shahreyar Khan
Brooke Alyse King
Kimberly Kraeszig
Shawnya Lynne Lambert
Micheal Forrest Laswell
Savanah Marie Leake
Sierra Livers-Pryor
Kristian Adele Loftis
Tyler Kenneth Lola
Kelsey Renee Luce
Stephani Lynne Lykins
Bernetta F. Manning
Maya-Marie Fornelli
Matibag
Courtney Loretia McFadden
DaQuan McFarland
Amanda Gayle Meadows
Kathleen Jeannette Merritt
Matthew Alan Meyer
Michael Roland Milton III
† Mallory Justice Mitchell
Sarah Emily Moles
Oliver O. Montgomery
Shakera K. Moore
Chandler Bryce Morse
† John Joseph O'Flynn
Micah Jadon O'Neal
Joshua Adam Overberg
Joeoan Jane Park
† Kaitlyn Carol Parker
† Kiley Elizabeth Polk
Edda Reeves
Lauren Renee Rickert
Cassandra Shealynn Ritchey
Carissa Nicole Roan
Mykasa Robinson
† Baleigh Rhanne Ross
Brady Alan Rowekamp
Matthew Charles Rupe
Eric Raymond Sanchez
Larisa Michelle Sapp
Alton John Schneider IV
Christian B. Seidt
Tomeka Lynn Shelton
† Brandon George Smith
Amina Spahic
Isaiah Highland Sparks
Anthony Spicer
† Michaela Rose Stander
Tavian Alexavier Starks
Anna Elise Stevenson
Gavin S. Sullivan
Chiquita Nelson Tarvin
†† Travis Taylor Theis
Taiyya Lemaarise Todd
SaToya Yvonne Tolbert
† Jamie Vasilou
Nicholas T. Walton
† Brian Charles Wampler
† Sophia Joelle Warren
Jamie Louise Wells
† Anna Janelle Williams
Ryan Christopher Wisdom
†† Erin Michelle Wood
† Matthew Charles Woodard
Christopher Woody
†† Christina Elizabeth Woosley
Zachary James Wright
Kaleb F. Yenealem
Samuel Kenneth Yothers
Evan Irvin Young
Aric Sherwood Zern

Bachelor of Science in Early Education

December
††† Aubrey Rae Atwell
† Taylor Brooke Bollman
† Raina Cain
†† Madelynn Copelin Campbell
† Haley Nicole Dermon
† Sydney Rene Frantz
† Allyson Reign Fry
Serena Tristen Gay
† Teshan Leenae Henry
Alina Carolyn Kraheulec
† Jamie Lynn Macaluso
† Bailey Elizabeth Mitchell
† Jessica Paige Mock
† Abigail Faith Reynolds
† Morgan Leigh Rhule
† Mary Olivia Mae Rogers
Brianna Skelton
† Natalie Marie Tennill
Ashley Nicole Waller
Sierra Alee Welsh
Caleb Kinsey Wikman
Nissa Cheyenne Williams
Daniel Paul Wolf
† Siara Michal Wood

† Candidate for Cum Laude
†† Candidate for Magna Cum Laude
††† Candidate for Summa Cum Laude
Certificate in Healthcare Leadership
December
Rebecca Ann Ellis

Certificate in Human Resource Leadership
August
Jonathan Brumley
Joshua Allen Cartwright
Misti Dawn Chan
Debrietta Faith Cole
Justin Beauregard
Courtney
Patrice McKay
Downing
Daniel Joseph Lewis
Elizabeth Karen Liebschutz-Roettger
Sarah MacLeod
Adam Michael Meston
Kurt Stephen Nardi
Patrick Gene O’Bryan
Daniel Jerome Schrodt
Kenny D. Stone
Sandra L. Stone
Angela Renee Swartz
Jesse Adam Thomas
Erin Michelle Wood

December
Shamika Latress Baity
Erin Gabrielle Baughman
Simran Brar
Hannah Faith Bruce
Nicholas Capella
Carrie Anne Casto
Maleah Morgan
Cousineau
Kerry D. Crudup
Erin Ashlee Dolan
Shanta Shawree Dyre
Joanna Hauser Erny
Richard Hale Ferguson II
Tina L. Foster
Eboney Harding
Danise M. Harris
Jerome Harris
Amy Marlatt Henry
Michael Hines
Dalton Chase Kelly
Kimberly Kraeszig
Sierra Livers-Pryor
Amanda Gayle Meadows

Kathleen Jeannette Merritt
Matthew Alan Meyer
Joshua Adam Overberg
Alton John Schneider IV
Christian B. Seidt
Tomeka Lynn Shelton
Brandon George Smith
Amina Spahic
Travis Taylor Theis
Aric Sherwood Zern
Commencement Symbols and Traditions

University commencement ceremonies are important symbols of the continuity of university education and the traditions that underlie this education. Participants will notice at least three unique qualities to the University’s commencement—the mace, the regalia, and the processionals.

The Mace

The mace has an ancient history as a symbol of authority. Originally it was a weapon of offense, made of iron and capable of breaking armor. It was a giant club which came to be associated with brave men who fought to protect the king’s person. Maces were borne by sergeants-at-arms to protect Phillip II of France and Richard I of England.

The use of maces for civic purposes began about the middle of the thirteenth century. By the sixteenth century they were covered with silver and used by several cities. In 1649, the House of Commons obtained a mace and in 1756, a silver mace was made for the Colony of South Carolina, which is still used in the state capitol of Columbia. As a symbol of authority, the mace usually has arms engraved on or near the top and these or a cross may be protected by a coronet or arched crown.

In commencement processions, the mace is carried in before the president or chancellor and the dignitaries composing the platform party. Along with historic and colorful costumes, flags, and regalia of office, it stands for order and authority.

In the fall of 1966, the University of Louisville commissioned John Prangnell, sculptor and assistant professor of Fine Arts, to prepare a university mace. Prangnell’s approach was to avoid the standard format used for such maces and to develop an instrument to convey the University’s involvement with the future. The result is a gold-plated mace, the head of which maintains free-flowing upswept lines with a number of indentations and inserts, one of them cherry wood, to symbolize the uncertainties and the hidden beauties of the future and higher education’s part in it. The mace is therefore a piece of modern symbolic art rather than a replica of standard medieval forms. The mace was accepted by the UofL Board of Trustees on June 11, 1967.

The Academic Regalia

The tradition of gowns and hoods being worn as academic regalia at graduation ceremonies stems from a distinctive style of academic dress that emerged in the first universities in Europe in the twelfth century. The style was influenced by the fact that masters and scholars at that time were usually members of the clergy. For example, in 1222 at the Council of Oxford, the Archbishop of Canterbury ordered English clerics to wear the *cappa clausa* - a closed, flowing gown based on a lay fashion of the period. As a result, this garment came to be regarded as academic dress for university masters who, as clerics, wore it. Later, when the clergy neglected the rule in general, the garment was recognized as an exclusively academic one.

The *pileus*, a common headdress of medieval laymen, was adopted by the Church at the Synod of Bergamo (1311) and became typical headwear at the universities. The caps and tams worn by faculty are a direct descendant of the *pileus*. The *pileus quadratus*, or square cap, is today’s mortarboard worn by most graduates.

The hood as an academic vestment originated from the cowl worn by monks in the Middle Ages as protection against inclement European weather. It was worn over a short cape known as a tippet, and had a tail, known as a liripipe, which was used to pull the hood over the head and wrapped around the throat to keep the hood in place. Today the tippet remains as part of the hood and, although the hood is never worn on the head, the liripipe is retained as the funnel-shaped hood.

The tradition of wearing the hood hanging down the back is said to be derived from the practice of medieval monks, many of whom were solicitors in the King’s Court, who used the bag-like hanging hood as a “contribution bowl” for clients and well wishers. Early scholars used the hood to collect the fees for lectures.

Colors have long been significant in denoting different academic disciplines and, more recently, levels of scholastic achievement. Standard gowns of different shape, length and sleeve design indicate the degrees of Bachelor, Master and Doctor. The robes of the President, Provost, Chair of the Board of Trustees, and Grand Marshal represent the office, not the degree.
Hoods and Tassels

The distinctive colors in the hoods and the tassels of the caps accord with the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Color</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Audiology</td>
<td>Spruce Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business</td>
<td>Drab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dentistry</td>
<td>Lilac</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Light Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineering</td>
<td>Orange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fine Arts</td>
<td>Brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information Sciences</td>
<td>Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Law</td>
<td>Purple</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liberal Arts</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Library Science</td>
<td>Lemon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medicine</td>
<td>Kelly Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Music</td>
<td>Pink</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nursing</td>
<td>Apricot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philosophy</td>
<td>Dark Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Administration</td>
<td>Peacock Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Health</td>
<td>Salmon Pink</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Science</td>
<td>Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Work</td>
<td>Citron</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The tassels on the caps of the seniors indicate by this table the nature of their degrees. In the hoods of the faculty and guests, the color of the border indicates the type of degree, while the lining of the hood shows colors of the university which bestowed the degree.

Banners

The school and college banners display the colors of the academic units. The red and black border represents the University and the diagonal stripes display the following colors:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Color</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arts and Sciences</td>
<td>White and Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business</td>
<td>Drab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dentistry</td>
<td>Lilac</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education and Human Development</td>
<td>Light Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graduate</td>
<td>Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Law</td>
<td>Purple</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medicine</td>
<td>Kelly Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Music</td>
<td>Pink</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nursing</td>
<td>Apricot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Health and Information Sciences</td>
<td>Salmon Pink and Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Work</td>
<td>Citron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speed</td>
<td>Orange and Gold</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Golden Key International Honour Society

The blue and gold honor cords are worn by members of the Golden Key National Honour Society. Students are from all schools and colleges of the University of Louisville.

Mortar Board National Honor Society

Mortar Board is a national college honor society which recognizes seniors for distinguished ability and achievement in scholarship, leadership, and service. Mortar Board members wear silver and gold cords.

Tau Sigma National Honor Society

Tau Sigma is the national academic honor society designed specifically to recognize and promote the academic excellence and involvement of transfer students. Tau Sigma members wear burgundy cords.

Students Graduating With Honors

Students graduating with honors are identified by honor cords. Students graduating Summa Cum Laude wear a gold and red cord; students graduating Magna Cum Laude wear a red cord; and students graduating Cum Laude wear a gold cord.

A copy of the program book is published online and available to print at: louisville.edu/commencement/program-book

This publication was prepared by the University of Louisville and printed with state funds KRS 57.375.

The University of Louisville is an equal opportunity institution and does not discriminate against persons because of race, age, religion, sex, handicap, color or national origin.

UofL is a registered trademark for the University of Louisville and cannot be reproduced or used without written permission from the university.
Alma Mater & Alumni Song

We thy sons and daughters stand,
To sing thy highest praise,
With deepest rev’rence in our hearts,
For these our college days.
Thy honor true we all defend,
‘Tis known we love thee well.
Our thoughts for years to come will be
Of thee, our UofL.
Now our thoughts go back to you,
Our Alma Mater dear,
To days gone by with friends we loved
Now scattered far and near
On shaded walks and campus green,
Your sons and daughters true,
With voices raised and spirits high
Sing loud their praise to you.